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In our garden of knowledge,
their future blooms.



Enabling the young
to grow confident.
Nestled in the heart of Kurnool, a town with a rich history,

the International Delhi Public School (IDPS) has bloomed as a

dynamic center of global education. IDPS has an environment

that transcends conventional learning settings with facilities that

complement the best of national and international schooling.

Here, we forge a distinct path towards success, cultivating a

mindset where our students arise to be the ‘leaders of a new

world’. As an institution, we pledge to shape confident future

leaders who are instilled with the knowledge, confidence,-

and awareness to contribute to the progress of the nation.

The school aims to be an innovative

and inclusive environment, where

every student can discover their

potential and grow to be an achiever.

To provide a holistic educational experience that goes

beyond traditional boundaries. We will drive knowledge and

character in an atmosphere that encourages intellectuality,

curiosity, creativity, and a passion for learning.

Vision: Mission:



Landscape
designed for learning.
Set on an 11-acre land across 1,70,000 sq. ft., International

Delhi Public School in Kurnool is an initiative by KJR

Educational Society rising as a beacon of educational

excellence. The school believes in harnessing the immense

learning potential of children, recognizing their vigour and

energy as catalysts of growth. With a commitment to provide

an exceptional environment, the eco-friendly campus is laden

with world-class facilities for academics, sports, and

extracurricular activities. We understand that children are full

of untapped potential, whose energy is waiting to be channelled

into talent and victory. The expansive campus and state-of-the-

art sporting facilities serve as the ideal backdrop for students to

realize their dreams and unlock their fullest potential.



At IDPS, we stand not at the crossroads of

education, but in the face of change. We envision

a future where learning surpasses rote

memorization, where critical-thinking sparks

creativity, and where cultural awareness unlocks a

world of understanding. Education is a weapon

that empowers us to navigate the complexities of

our world, to understand diverse perspectives and

to become agents of positive change. If you are

seeking an environment for your child to grow

with a set of values, welcome to International

Delhi Public School the gateway to a world of-

endless possibilities.

“
“ From corporate

success to
educational triumph.
K J Reddy is undeniably one of the most successful

entrepreneurs of the Rayalaseema. His reputation in the

business world has been built on a foundation of successful

projects and a relentless drive for growth and innovation.

K J Reddy’s vision for IDPS is built on the belief that

education has the power to empower individuals and

contribute to the growth and development of the nation as a

whole. The institution today stands as a shining example of

what can be achieved through dedication and a relentless

pursuit of greatness. He is determined to shape IDPS into

an institution that not only imparts knowledge but also

inculcate values and principles in the future generation,

who will shape the future of the nation.

K J REDDY
Chairman, Educational SocietyKJR

Chairman, Raaga Mayuri Builders

Chairman, Naa Bhoomi Developers

Chairman, Raaga Mayuri Clubs & Resorts

Chairman, Subhamastu Foods



Advantages @ IDPS Campus:Kurnool

-friendly Campus11 Acre Eco with 1,70,000 Sft. of utility spaces

Every classroom is with High-end Interactive Teaching BoardsAir-conditioned

Exclusive Toy Library for ELC Wing Primary Senior Libraryand

Well-designed ICT / English / Foreign Language / Science and EVS Labs

Student-led Clubs Community Partnerships

Dedicated Studios for Dramatics, Dance, Yoga and Arts & Crafts

Vast Sports Field with Athletic Track Vast Swimming Pool Skating Rink

Synthetic Courts for Tennis and Basketball Indoor Sports Complex

Full-fledged School Infirmary Campus under Electronic Surveillance

Principal Advisor,
IDPS, Kurnool

Founder & Chairman,
Co-Founder Edu Initiatives

Former Jt. Managing Director,
People Combine Edu Initiatives

Former Director,
Vikas Educational Institutions

MANDAVA PRASANNA

Mr. Prasanna Mandava is a distinguished

person in the realm of education in India.

He is known for visionary leadership,

innovative strategies, and unwavering

commitment in driving IB and CBSE schools,

Competitive IIT and Medical institutions, and

Early Learning Centers. With passion for

empowering the next generation of leaders

and change-makers, his influence extends far

beyond the confines of traditional education.

His strategic guidance has played an

important role in shaping numerous

educational institutions, reflecting his

dedication to fostering holistic growth and

academic brilliance.



COOPERATION
Always, give and take helps

people move ahead and move

along in this world. It’s the

way we evolve, we know each

other - and this is the basis of

teamwork.

INTEGRITY
The virtue is in being true to

oneself and the world at large,

now and always.

This value is a litmus test of

one’s character.

ADAPTABILITY
In times of intolerance of any

kind, it’s the ability to come to

terms with a situation, a place

or mental frame of mind that

defines adaptability.

COMPASSION
One must always think about

the pain and pleasures of

another individual as well.

It’s about humanity always

coming to the fore.

INITIATIVE
It’s about an individual’s

ability to think different, find

solutions to problems with real

thinking and lead the way on

the character highway.

FOCUS
It’s the quality of unwavering

pursuit of the goal that one has

set himself / herself to.

It keeps the mind at one place

during every task.

DISCIPLINE
Adhering to rules and

regulations not for anybody

else but for oneself is the

greatest identity of this value.
RESPONSIBILITY

The onus on every child to do

something on his/her own. This

initiative and willingness to

own up to a task is

responsibility.

AMBITION
Ambition is the motivation that

drives our actions.

A child should always nurture

ambition at every step.

PERCEPTIVENESS
When a person observes the

world around and forms an

opinion, it is all about grasping

learning, wisdom and figuring

out what is being

communicated.

CHARACTER
The basis that denotes the

entire value system of a person

that’s reflected in the behavior

and attitude of that person,

always.

TOLERANCE
Accepting and acknowledging

others’ cultures, customs and

beliefs is the greatest example

of tolerance.

ATTITUDE
It’s simply how we look at

things. It’s our approach,

method and perception of

humans and objects.

ENDEAVOUR
There has never been any

replacement to hard work and

can never be. And staying

devoted to one’s goal is

what defines it.

ETHICS
Every person has a conscience

that rules different facets of

one’s character. The sum total

of all that is ethics.

CREATIVITY
The facet of a person that is

often about expressions and

being articulate. It is not just

an art; creativity is everything

related to life.RESPECT
Respecting fellow human

beings, irrespective of his / her

beliefs, thinking, religious

practices and other differences.

EQUALITY
We are all born the same

and differences like caste,

colour and creed are just

perceptional aspects

of one’s behaviour.

COMPLETENESS
Being a wholesome personality

is what this virtue is about.

Being complete in every way

is the first lesson

in values.

LEADERSHIP
The willingness to tread the

unknown path with unforeseen

challenges, that’s what

leadership is all about.

Values that
are a pedestal
of excellence!
At IDPS, we believe in

imparting skills that will

propel life. Our holistic

pedagogy goes beyond

academics, instilling values

that will prepare students for

success in this competitive

world. IDPS shapes well-

rounded individuals,

equipping them for a

fulfilling journey ahead.

Skills for life, at IDPS, are

designed to redefine

education.



Stories of comfort,
commuting, and bonding.
The journey from home to school and back is not just

about commuting, but a time of bonding, the memories

of which will stay on for a lifetime for the youngsters.

While that’s the long-term impact of the bubbly bus

journey, the priority is on the well-being of the students

during their daily commute. Our transport system

ensures a safe and comfortable journey, assuring parents

the peace-of-mind they need. With our focus always on

security, children enjoy a comfortable and cozy journey,

which makes every trip pleasant. At IDPS, we go the

extra mile to ensure that the journey is as reassuring for

parents, as it is delightful for our students.



Nourishing the mind,
energising the body.
A regular day at IDPS is one where children immerse

themselves in its enriching atmosphere. Here, the day

starts with a sense of spiritual unity through prayers,

where the entire school assembles to hum the morning

hymns in unison. Meal-time isn’t just about food and

nutrition. It’s also a time when children partake in

conversations that spark intellectual curiosity, leading to

lively gatherings at the spacious dining area. Students

delight in a wholesome breakfast made at the centralized

cooking facility overseen by a leading hospitality

service. This not only alleviates parental concerns

but also guarantees hygienic and invigorating meals,

promoting a sense of comfort and overall well-being.



Love for learning
starts early!
The Pre-Primary curriculum of IDPS is focused on

instilling a love for learning. Teachers here focus on

activity-oriented methods, which are impactful in

retention. The tenets of teaching are rooted in

experimentation and enlightenment, focusing on

strengthening cognitive, physical, social, and emotional

competencies through the application of visual aids.

Children are part of a nurturing environment, where

playing, learning and growth converge to lay the

foundation for a lifetime of academic, social, and

emotional achievements. Teachers use digital resources

to foster the learning atmosphere. There is also the

exclusive Activity Studio with learning corners that add

to the educational journey, ensuring that children not

only understand but also enjoy the process of learning



Cultivating critical
thinkers for the world.
IDPS applies globally-recognized approaches to

primary education that goes on cultivating confident,

independent, and positive-thinking individuals.

Our dynamic curriculum encourages children to explore

and enhance their thinking. Using thematic and creative

approaches, our teachers guide students to a deeper

understanding of essential learning concepts, promoting

inquiry-based learning. By encouraging questions and

rousing curiosity, children prepare for academic and

personal challenges. As they graduate from Primary

School, they step out well-equipped with knowledge,

understanding of the subject, and resilience to tackle any

future endeavours. IDPS sets the stage for a lifetime of

learning and success during these formative years.



Teaching that makes
a happy impact
For learning to be effective, the ones imparting it need

to have an approach that engages children in the process

of learning. That said, IDPS has handpicked-faculty

from eminent institutions who bring subject-knowledge,

teaching-expertise, and innovation to the entire process

of learning. The school has certified professionals and

thought-leaders from the realm of academics, who

create a dynamic environment. Equipped with tools and

modern teaching techniques in e-classrooms, teachers

convey the subject with essence and efficiency. More

so, their commitment to excellence fosters a unique,

immersive learning experience for students.



Learning that steps
beyond the classroom.
Education at IDPS rises above classrooms, as children

are part of educational tours and field trips.

Such hands-on experiences enhance subject retention,

leading to creative thinking. Integrated into our

academic plan, these activities offer real-world

connections to classroom topics. Students share their

experiences through assignments and presentations,

developing communication skills. Beyond academics,

these excursions instil interpersonal values like sharing,

caring, teamwork, and collaboration. So, at IDPS,

learning outside the classroom is given great

importance, because what the real world teaches cannot

be learned sitting on the benches of the classrooms.



Building confidence
for the further climb.
The middle years at IDPS are the ladder to the next

phase of the academic journey, that is, the senior school.

At this stage, teachers set the pedestal for academic

excellence of students’ personal growth. With the focus

being on nurturing personality skills that encompass

activities like presentation and public-speaking skills,

teachers are intent on understanding individual

strengths. A personalized approach guides students to

excel academically and discover their true potential.

Exposure to core subjects during these years enlightens

students on the ideal path for success, for senior

secondary education. IDPS is dedicated to shaping

confident individuals and preparing them for future

challenges.



Books and bytes
that lead to brilliance.
In the ever-evolving landscape of education, IDPS

recognizes the supreme importance of reading, writing,

and resource accessibility for success. Which is why,

our library is not just for reading and research, but is

also a place that fosters a genuine love for literature.

Our bank of books comprises every kind of reading

material like periodicals, magazines, encyclopaedia,

newspapers, and research papers. Also, the ICT lab is

the gateway to the world of computing and web sphere

that elevate educational experience. That’s because, our

advanced computing facility propels students into the

world of contemporary information technology,

cultivating essential digital literacy skills.



Shaping tomorrow’s
innovators.
As the world continues to evolve, students must

understand and embrace the changing dynamics in

technology and science. By providing them with the

resources and support to explore and engage in these

fields, IDPS aims to empower its students to be

future-ready and contributing members of society.

To support innovative learning, our school has

established a curriculum that not only focuses on

traditional subjects like science, math, and

environmental studies but also offers specialized labs

for robotics and project development. These labs

provide students with hands-on experience and the

opportunity to apply their theoretical knowledge in a

practical setting. The teachers here actively participate

in the labs, providing guidance and support to students

as they explore and learn.



Focusing on a
future of competition.
Learning at IDPS is a process that involves discussions,

investigations, problem-solving, project work, periodic

tests, and interactive sessions. Our scientifically devised

assessment system analyzes academic performance at a

micro level, allowing for corrective measures.

That’s because for senior school students, competitive

exams play a pivotal role in shaping their academic

trajectory. These assessments evaluate knowledge,

critical-thinking, and problem-solving skills, preparing

them for challenges and also for personal and academic

growth. The teachers of senior school of IDPS groom

students for academic focus, guiding them towards

long-term success in a stress-free environment.

Our teaching faculty employ a proactive methodology,

encouraging active participation and personalized

grooming based on individual skills.



Bringing out talent
to shine brighter.
Students of IDPS have ample time in their academic

schedules, so that they can hone their creative talent and

pursue activities of their interest. The school has drawn

out several activities to identify individual talents in

students and bring them to the fore. Teachers observe

their skills and interests and are enrolled in Arts,

Science, Literary, Cultural, and Environmental Clubs.

The school has exponents in training the students in

their chosen field of interest. Students with immense

talent are encouraged, and additional support is given

by inviting professional trainers. A huge auditorium has

been designed within the campus that becomes a venue

to display the student’s talent during internal and

external fests.



Setting the standards
of sportive excellence.
The commitment of IDPS to children extends beyond

academics, as we meticulously plan facilities and train to

nurture sporting excellence. Reason why IDPS recognizes the

dominant importance of sports and has facilitated the campus

with a sporting infrastructure that’s designed to international

standards. This holistic approach ensures students' physical

development and overall well-being, reinforcing our dedication

to a comprehensive education. Our belief is that, if a child has

to become a champion tomorrow, what’s needed is the right

sporting infrastructure and training. Moreover, IDPS excels

with premier outdoor sporting facilities for football and cricket,

nurturing athletic prowess and competitive spirit



Aligning mind, body,
spirit in harmony!
The focus on holistic development is evident in the

range of physical activities offered at IDPS, which not

only promote physical fitness but also mental well-

being. One of the standout features of the campus is the

massive swimming pool, which has demarcated zones

for beginners, swimmers, and professionals. This

allows for tailored training and development, catering

to students at all skill levels. In addition to swimming,

students are also given training in lifesaving skills,

yoga, meditation, and martial arts, to keep them

mentally and physically fit. The overall integrated

education provided here reflects the school's

commitment to nurturing students' before they set into

the competitive world of learning.



They smile,
they play,
they learn.
IDPS isn’t just a school, but a garden of knowledge.

Here, children are buds who are nurtured with love,

learning, and love for learning. After nurturing, they

bloom as happy flowers, who will go on to spread

their fragrance of knowledge and enlightenment in

the world. So come, make your child a part of the

garden of knowledge.



Administrative / City Office:

0 3Plot No. 5, Gayathri Estate, Kurnool. M: 9154 770 70 .

www.idpskurnool.com

KJR City, NH 44, Chinnatekuru, Kurnool,

.Andhra Pradesh  M: 9154 770 70 / 70 .1 2
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